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Warm greetings dear parents!

At the outset my hearty welcome to all the prospective kids on board on our ship “Kikani Vidhya Mandir CBSE” on 

a never ending and a forward moving voyage of self-discovery and self-realisation. 

Education is defined as a means to empower children with knowledge and to convert the same into wisdom- a 

bridge of misery into hope of a good future. Education has been a subject of heated debates and discussions. 

Hundreds of articles have been written and dissected on how the education system needs to evolve and thrive. 

Our policy at Kikani Vidhya Mandir firmly believes that education needs to be student centric and meet the needs 

and aspirations of the children. We strongly feel that a child is born with creativity and curiosity. The school takes 

special efforts to nurture the above at a very early age and which in turn gets innovative as the years progress. 

Kikani Vidhya Mandir focuses primarily of the five most important dimensions of education namely; 

l Informative

l Sciences

l Art of Living

l Arts & Creativity

l Art of health and meditation. 

This we feel, is the holistic approach to education. Our school lays emphasis on building strong bonds of 

relationships between the teacher and the students. A bond of care and compassion, that shapes the mindset of 

children so that the entire learning ecosystem thrives and makes progress.

Our innovative approach to education makes learning a joyful and stress-free experience. We live by our motto to 

transform your children into leaders of tomorrow, having strong foundation of ethics, values, humility and 

spirituality.

On behalf of the entire Kikani Vidhya Mandir, we invite your children on this journey of learning and self-

discovery.

Thanks and Regards

TUSHAR R. KIKANI

Correspondent 

CORRESPONDENT'S MESSAGE 
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?We at Kikani Vidhya Mandir envision a world in which every child becomes a healthy and productive next generation leader with high ideals and 

humanity. 

?We lay emphasis and focus on the fundamentals and essentials for a successful life blended with leadership qualities. 

?Right to freedom of speech and expression is one of the quality exercised by students to a large extent, every student will learn to respect himself, 

thereby utilizing all the opportunities available during the years to emerge as self reliant, self confident individual. 

?The curriculum is well designed to map the holistic development of every child bearing in mind the co - existence of individual differences and different 

learning styles. 

?We believe in the truth and fact that "Every Child is Capable Of". 

?To maximize individual capabilities the curriculum provides opportunities in all spheres of learning. 

?It is imperative to empower young minds to realize their identity in this world and to articulate their hopes, aspirations and desires. We aim to provide 

our students an ambience for a “HAPPY SCHOOLING AND JOYFUL LEARNING”

To create, mould and transform students into outstanding Global Citizens.

For us, education is not just academic excellence…. It's about character 
building combined with emotional and spiritual growth.

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

SBKV TRUST

WHY KIKANI?

VISION

MISSION

Shri Ramnik G Kikani
Managing Trustee

Shri Tushar.R.Kikani
Correspondent and Trustee

Shri Pradeep.K.Kikani
Trustee

Shri Chandrakant H Patel
Trustee

Shri Sachin K. Kotecha
Trustee

Shri Prakash K. Asher
Trustee

Shri Dhiresh Raichura
Trustee

Mrs. Geetha Raj
Principal 

Mrs. Jayalatha Rosalin J
Vice Principal
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Schools should create an environment that not only assures learning, but also pays special attention to the mental and physical well-

being of the students. Studies and researches conducted to figure out the effect of infrastructure suggest that students in schools with 

poor infrastructure can have lower achievement scores as compared to the ones studying in schools that have better infrastructure and 

facilities. From a clean campus, well-equipped labs, extracurricular workshops, libraries, halls, games equipment, assembly area to 

proper sanitation facilities the essentials for a happy schooling is what we offer to our students.

THE CAMPUS

Located at the heart of the city, our 

school campus is spread across 

2.52 acres with a playground alone 

of an area of 7365 Sq.Mtrs. From 

the classrooms, the cellar to the 

bustling labs and physical training 

spaces, our campus is a hive of 

learning, activity, and engagement 

— permeating with creative 

energy and friendly interaction 

among students, faculty, and staff.

THE AUDITORIUM

Sarojini Natraj Auditorium - The 

aesthetically designed indoor hall 

with a seating capacity of 1100 

people is an added feature of the 

s c h o o l  t o  h o s t  v a r i o u s  

celebrations, assemblies for 

students, value based lectures, 

satsangs and music concerts 

throughout the year. This space is 

open for public too during the 

weekends.
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LIBRARY LABS

The serene ambience inspires a love 
for reading. Interaction with 
eminent authors, book reviews and 
reading sessions are conducted 
regularly exposing, students to good 
written and reading skills. The library 
houses over 6000 books and it is a 
treasure trove of information.

To make the teaching-learning process more interesting, interactive and 
productive; teachers use an Interactive white Board which has multiple 
functions.  The Smart Board Technology allows us to save each and 
every transaction and ultimately the final notes can be easily given to 
the students. Teachers not only use power point presentation and a 
flash technology but can directly use the software for enhancing the 
concept clarity.

SMART ROOMS FOR 
SMART KINDERGARTEN

Effective teaching and learning of 
science and maths involves a perpetual 
state of show and tell. We combine 
classroom teaching with laboratory 
experiments to ensure that their 
students grasp each and every concept 
thoroughly. The Physics, Chemistry, 
Biology and Math labs at KVM are well 
equipped and suitably designed for 
students which help them to enhance 
their scientific and logical skills.
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TRANSPORTATION
To ensure safe travel, the school has its own fleet of outsourced school buses designed as per standards and manned by 
trained drivers and personnel sensitized to the needs of small children. The Transport Service (optional) is operated by the 
school and a separate transport fee is charged for this 

ERP and PA
We at KIKANI have an effective ERP system where information that the school / parent want to communicate are done 
instantly. For communication within the campus, we have a public address system which enables swift and clear 
communication to students inside the classroom 

SAFETY MEASURES
Fire extinguishers are installed in all corners of the school building to ensure safety of the school and the students. We have 
CCTV coverage for the school which keeps a record of minute to minute happenings in the different wings of the school 
premises. We have a 24/7 Security system whereby guards are always present at all the entrances.

LOCKERS
With safety and security being two key assurances all schools should give to their students, we at Kikani have not 
compromised in providing the same. The students are provided lockers to store their belongings. Far from simply being a 
'nice-to-have', school lockers offer a great deal to students, teachers and parents beyond serving as a secure place for 
students to keep their things over the course of the school day.  We believe it helps the students learn essential life lessons 
like trust, respect and independence.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR 

Guidance and counseling are important for children, and schools have a 

huge role in bringing out the best in each child. Good conduct is coveted, but 

sometimes young minds need guidance to polish their personality. Through 

counseling, children are given advice on how to manage and deal with 

emotional conflict and personal problems. With an exclusive in- house 

counselor Kikani aims at producing leaders with sound and sane minds.

CHAPTERS

Nowadays, it's pretty common for children to let off steam by watching TV or 

playing online games. And while getting lost in technology for a while isn't 

bad, it's important that your child isn't stuck on the sofa 24/7.Spending 

some time outside and joining a club / chapters can make a huge difference 

to the physical and mental wellbeing of children. We at Kikani have 

identified 7 such chapters and provide an opportunity to students to enroll 

themselves in these clubs and improve their personalities

l READING l NATURE l DEBATE l SCIENCE
l QUIZ l INTERACT l PUBLIC SPEAKING

SCHOLASTIC OFFERINGS

VALUE EDUCATION

Nature to Nurturance an organization that believes our brain is a precious 

gift which can always be nurtured and trained to bring out our genius. They 

provide value-based education which aims at training the student to face 

the outer world with the right attitude and values. It is a process of overall 

personality development of a student. It includes character development, 

personality development, citizenship development, and spiritual 

development. With the support of 2 excellent educators in this field, we at 

Kikani truly believe this programme is one of the most effective ways to 

achieve our mission in creating a leader out of every child.

ICT – STEAM EDUCATION

In today's world - creation of new information, discoveries, inventions are 

taking place at a fast pace. To keep pace with these developments & 

advancements, our school curriculum will have to evolve, and the 21st-

century learning methodology can act as a crucial bridge to this gap.

Understanding this need, Kikani has collaborated with Mind Box, a system 

that enables the learning of 21st Century Skills – Creative Thinking, Critical 

Thinking, Collaboration, and Communication. 

HEALTH and PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Involvement in sports, recreational activities or other forms of physical 

fitness offers a method of stress relief. Apart from giving a regular training in 

sports like volleyball, throw ball, kabaddi, cricket and football, we at Kikani 

have enrolled all our students with KHELO INDIA - A NATIONAL FITNESS 

ASSESSMENT TRAINING PROGRAMME designed by the Sports Authority of 

India (SAI) and the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE)
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CO - SCHOLASTIC OFFERINGS

l BAND

Every child is an artist. There is no substitute or 

replacement for music making as it relates to the 

positive growth and development of the human 

mind, body, and spirit. Participation in a band makes 

the students enter into the infinite journey of 

creative expression connecting to a language (music) 

that is understood, communicated, and appreciated 

by all of mankind around the globe.

l EDUCATIONAL TOURS

Travel fuels curiosity, offers fresh perspectives, 

and gives students the opportunity to discover 

life beyond their backyards. Our educational 

tours keep students interested and actively 

learning with specially-designed, hands-on 

activities in the destinations. 

l DANCE

Dance is basic to human nature and is a basic form of individual and cultural 

expression. Education in the art of dance provides students with deep, 

thought-provoking experiences that combine many art forms and 

disciplines. We offer dance as a regular curriculum for our students from 

classes 3-10

l THEATRE

We at Kikani believe that Drama and the 

performing arts allow an avenue in students to 

develop cognitive abilities that complement their 

study in other disciplines. Further, it builds 

confidence which benefits public speaking 

opportunities. Hence art education has a place in 

the curriculum of students from Std 1 – 5 at Kikani

l YOGA

Yoga education for students results into the growth of the 

child's psychology and for that reason; we at kikani have 

our curriculums with yoga. We believe Yoga at an early 

age encourages self-esteem and body awareness with a 

physical activity that's noncompetitive
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Streams offered

Subject I :  English. 

Subject II : Choose an elective subject from Academic Electives: 

Mathematics, Computer Science, Physical Education, Entrepreneurship,Economics, 
Biology. 

Subject III, IV, V: Any Three from Academics Electives.

or

Two elective subjects from Academic Electives and one Vocational subject from 
Vocational Electives

or

One elective subject from Academic Electives and Two Vocational subjects from 
Vocational Electives.

or

Three vocational subjects from Vocational Electives

Academic Elective: Mathematics, Computer Science, Physical Education, 
Entrepreneurship, Economics, Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Business Studies, 
Accountancy.

Vocational Courses: Financial market and Management, Cost Accounting, Food 
Production, Banking and Insurance, Tourism

As per the CBSE board norms school conducts 2 periodic tests in each term for the classes 1-8 & 3 periodic tests for the classes 9 & 10. Subject Enrichment 

Activities and Note Books are assessed for 5 marks each in every subject. 

Admission to Kikani Vidhya Mandir is open to all children 

irrespective of caste, creed, religion or region. However, there 

are limited seats per class, averaging 35 students in each class. 

Submission of application form does not ensure an admission. 

Admission is granted on merit and availability of seats.

Transfer certificates will be required in original after the 

admission is completed.

COURSES OFFEREDADMISSIONS 

SENIOR SECONDARY PROGRAMMES – XI AND XII
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Vidhaithu Payir- Learn to Nurture

Conceptualized with an idea of cultivating the habit of farming among 

students, the Kikanians will nurture their pots throughout the year and 

would take home their produce. Looking from a broader angle, this 

procedure would teach each individual lot of values and important life 

lessons making them better human beings.

Anwesha – An Investigatory Research Project

This initiative of instigating the minds to arrive at a scientific method to 

study and test an idea about how something works, Anwesha is an 

annual event where students of classes IV- XII participate and compete. 

It involves researching a topic, formulating a working theory (or 

hypothesis) that can be tested, conducting the experiment, and 

recording and reporting the results. After undergoing various levels of 

scrutiny, the best projects are shortlisted and the winners are 

announced.

Vidyabhyasa – An educational conclave

An annual educational conclave designed exclusively for 

secondary and senior secondary students' witnesses a 

galaxy of speakers from across the country that will 

address and deliberate student centric issues thereby 

enlightening and transforming the students to approach 

them from a new perspective.

Kikani Times

The in- house monthly magazine,created purely for 

students, where articles pertaining to education are 

published. Pre-primary, primary, Secondary and Higher 

secondary students are targeted separately with each 

issue carrying an academic supplement to enhance their 

knowledge and make them more competent.

UNIQUE CONCEPTS
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kindle indness

nitiate interest

impart nowledge

rtistically train

Create ext gen leaders

identify ndividuality

infuse alues

nstill confidence

iligently discipline

provide olistic learning

ignite oung minds

imprint esthetic sense

nudge otivation

technological dvancement

eoteric teaching

believe in  emocracy
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Our Offerings in a Nutshell

"Give us your child, take back a Leader"
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